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The COVID-19 pandemic

National events

San Diego County’s experience in the pandemic was less intense than other areas of the country until the post-Thanksgiving surge.
Use the timelines below to see the major events of 2020, placed in context with daily case totals.
March

January
Virus is sequenced
and work begins
on vaccines.

April
Flurry of lockdowns Reopening rallies
begins.
begin nationwide.
CARES Act passed.

February

March 7
MCAS Miramar used to San Diego County
quarantine Americans conﬁrms ﬁrst case.
from Wuhan and cruise
ships. First U.S. death.
March
California’s ﬁrst
cases conﬁrmed in
the Bay Area.

January

February

Many states begin to
reopen.
Wave of protests further
divides the country over
COVID rules.

May 1
County issues mask
mandate.

August
Expanded
unemployment
insurance
expires.

October 1
President Donald
Trump tests
positive for
COVID-19.

July 13

August 28

Easing of
stay-at-home
orders begins.

California reverses
reopening.

Tiered reopening
system begins.

April

May

June

First vaccinations
begin.

Regional
stay-at-home order
announced.

County avoids
harshest level of
new COVID rules.

May 7

December

December 5

September

County hospitals help
patients from El Centro.

March 19
Gov. Gavin Newsom
announces state
stay-at-home order.

March

June

California events
San Diego County events

November 6
After telling
Callifornians to not
dine inside, Newsom
dines inside at the
French Laundry.

July

August

September

October

November

29,577
565

38,871
688

47,485
792

57,102
891

83,421
1,019

December

Cumulative cases and deaths in San Diego County, by month
Cases:
Deaths:

0
0

849
11

3,711
134

7,554
269

14,623
372

142,647
1,402

Racial justice
The deaths of several Black Americans pushed racial justice, policing practices and racism back into the spotlight this year. In a year of isolation, social media became the
forum for discussions on ways the nation needed to reckon with its past and present.
February 23

March 13

May 5

May 25

June 1

September 23

Autumn

Ahmaud Arbery
killed.

Breonna Taylor
killed.

Video of Arbery’s
killing posted.

George Floyd
killed.

Protesters tear-gassed
in Lafayette Square.

Officers not charged
in Taylor’s death.

Activists work to register voters, pressure
Democrats to support the movement.

May 30-31
Large protest occurs in La Mesa,
eventually turns into a riot.
San Diego police deploy tear gas, ﬂash
bombs during downtown protest.

Politics

June 1
Defend East
County Facebook
group formed.
SDPD bans
chokeholds.

June 8
Against public’s
wishes, San Diego
City Council approves
budget, increasing
police funding.

September 27
The San Diego
Union-Tribune
issues communitywide apology for
past racism.

October 31
Facebook
removes
Defend East
County.

November 3
San Diego voters approve
Measure B, creating a new
police oversight body.

Unlike the pandemic and the summer of protests, we had advance notice on how intense the 2020 election would be. While San Diego's election was less dramatic than the
national one, the election of diverse leaders made history in the region.
January
Trump
impeached by
House, acquitted
by the Senate.

March 6
Democratic Super
Tuesday
primary
begins.

Spring
In-person
campaigning
stops.

February

April 16

Summer

Sen. Bernie Sanders
drops out. Sen. Joe
Biden becomes
presumptive
Democratic nominee.

States expand
voting by mail.
Trump resumes
rallies.

March 6
California holds primary election.
Bernie Sanders wins the state.
Mayoral candidates Todd Gloria,
Barbara Bry advance to the
November election.
Sources: San Diego County; U-T Research

August 11
Biden names
California Sen.
Kamala Harris
as running mate.

November 3-7

November 7

Mail ballots slow
election results. Rapt
nation waits for
election outcome.

Biden crosses the 270
electoral vote threshold,
becomes president-elect.
Harris becomes ﬁrst
female Black, Asian
Vice President-elect.

November 3
Todd Gloria elected as mayor,
the ﬁrst time an openly gay
man holds the position.

July
Newsom praised for
handling of ﬁrst
COVID-19 wave.

Board of Supervisors ﬂips to
Democrat control.
Note: San Diego County COVID-19 case totals as of DATE

December 22
Alex Padilla named as
Harris’ replacement,
would become ﬁrst
Latino senator from
California.
DANIEL WHEATON U-T

2020

tutions spawned acronyms that
surfaced more often as the year
went on: “D&I,” for diversity and
inclusion, and “BIPOC,” for Black,
Indigenous and other people of
color.
Not all of the changes arrived
without backlash. Oxford’s report
noted a rise in the use of “counterprotesters,” who showed up at
some of the demonstrations. Critics bemoaned a “cancel culture”
that boycotts people whose words
or actions are deemed unacceptable.
It all added up to months of unrest, another word that saw its usage spike in 2020.

FROM A1
which the English-speaking world
amassed a new collective vocabulary relating to the coronavirus,
and how quickly it became, in
many instances, a core part of the
language.”
Words such as COVID-19 and
lockdown and superspreader, and
phrases like social distancing, remote learning and self-quarantine.
“The English language, like all
of us, has had to adapt rapidly and
repeatedly this year,” the Oxford
report says.
Did we ever.

‘Annus horribilis’

Life upended

In March, San Diego County’s
first resident tested positive for
the coronavirus — a word that
dates to the 1960s, but was confined mostly to medical journals
until this year.
It quickly became one of the
most frequently used nouns in the
English language, according to the
Oxford researchers, who collect
about 150 million words from news
sites and other Internet publications every month to track usage.
Other words and phrases
quickly joined it in the vernacular,
a sign of how much the pandemic
was altering life here and around
the globe, affecting everyone.
Looking at the vocabulary list now
is like clicking through a slideshow, the snapshots triggering
memories of how the social and
economic upheaval unfolded.
There was the rapid emergence
of “COVID-19,” a new word that
first appeared in a World Health
Organization report in February
and by summer had become more
commonplace than “coronavirus.”
It slowly began showing up in obituaries as the death toll mounted.
San Diego’s first fatality was reported March 22. By Christmas,
the total had reached 1,350.
Then came a variation, “covidiots,” used initially to disparage
hoarders who cleared market
shelves of toilet paper and other
goods in the early, bewildering
days of the pandemic.
“When people feel uncertain,
they tend to focus on things that
bring them certainty,” Uma Karmarkar, a neuroeconomist at UC
San Diego, told the Union-Tribune
in March. “Most of us don’t have
the ability to make new vaccines or
enact new policies, but the one action that we can control, that feels
like we are doing something, is to
stock up on supplies.”
That loss of control surfaced in
other ways, and in other words,
and by August the Centers for Disease Control had found a tripling
of anxiety symptoms and a quadrupling of depression among 5,400
adults surveyed. Kids struggled,
too, in the forced isolation.
People who spent their seemingly endless hours stuck at home
addictively checking their social
media feeds were said to be

December
Trump tries to
overturn the
election.
Electoral college
votes.

U-T FILE

Jose Nunez, a grocery clerk at the Ralphs supermarket in the La Jolla Square shopping center, stocks empty shelves early in the morning on March 19.
“doomscrolling.” The way it became hard to tell one locked-down
day from the next led to the term
“Blursday.”
Face coverings went from optional to recommended to mandatory, and so “mask-shaming” entered the lexicon. It was a weapon
adopted by both sides — those
who supported masks and those
who resisted them — and it got
wielded amid the bigger political
and cultural wars rattling the
country.
One Starbucks customer in
San Diego, unhappy about being
asked to wear a mask, went on
Facebook to complain about the
barista. The post caught the attention of an Orange County marketing consultant, who organized a
GoFundMe campaign for the
barista that raised $100,000.
Zoom turned into a noun, instead of a verb, with people using
the online meeting platform for
work, school and other gatherings.
There were Zoom weddings, Zoom
concerts, Zoom funerals. Participants learned to “unmute.” And
there were virtual social hours,
sometimes with cocktails newly
known as “quarantinis.”
As the coronavirus restrictions
shuttered stores, schools, workplaces, sporting events, churches
and live arts performances, “inperson” became a necessary and
almost wistful qualifier in the language, a reminder of what used to
be.

Taking it to the streets

By June, the phrase “Black
Lives Matter” had taken hold,
chanted during street demonstrations and written on signs
carried by people in San Diego and
other U.S. cities protesting the
killing of George Floyd, a Black
man who died on Memorial Day after a White police officer in Minne-

COURTESY PHOTO

Heathe Fletcher and Andrea Phillips put their wedding
online so relatives could watch via Zoom.
apolis knelt on his neck for almost
nine minutes.
Although some of the demonstrations turned destructive —
buildings were burned and stores
looted in La Mesa — most were
peaceful and led to an ongoing
reckoning with the nation’s history
of racial discrimination, economic
inequality and other social-justice
problems.
The coronavirus and its disproportionate ravaging of minorities
— Blacks have died at 3.6 times the
rate of Whites, and Latinos at 2.5
times, according to the Brookings
Institution — further spotlighted
the inequities.
“We can’t stop protesting until
we make true institutional
changes that can bring us true
peace and safety,” Amir Harrison
Jr. told the Union-Tribune after organizing an early-June march in
San Diego that drew hundreds of
people downtown.
Law-enforcement agencies in

the county quickly banned the carotid restraint, a controversial
neck hold used by officers, and voters in San Diego approved a new
independent police oversight
board. Law-enforcement reforms
gained traction across the nation.
Statues and flags with ties to
the Confederate Army during the
Civil War came down, and legislation was passed instructing military leaders to change the names
of bases and ships that honor people and places rooted in White supremacy.
Oxford’s word-trackers captured some of that activism
against institutional racism with
the rise in the use of “wokeness”
and “allyship” and “take a knee,”
the last one a holdover from Colin
Kaepernick and other pro football
players who protested during the
national anthem.
Similarly, efforts to increase
the participation of marginalized
groups in organizations and insti-

The year staggers to a close
with Trump, defeated at the polls
by Joe Biden, refusing to accept
the results of the Nov. 3 election.
Oxford Languages did its study
before unsubstantiated claims of
widespread voter fraud became
the central focus of the president’s
attention, so it’s not clear how
deeply the efforts to upend the
vote — and those to preserve it —
penetrated our everyday vocabulary.
But as summer moved toward
fall, the lexicographers tracked a
surge in certain words that spoke
to the nation’s fierce interest in the
election.
“Mail-in,” for example, went up
in usage 3,000 percent over a year
ago — a reflection of Trump’s preoccupation with that kind of ballot, and of its increased adoption
by election officials around the
country as a way to keep people
from polling places where the virus
might spread.
In the end, voter participation
set or came close to records in San
Diego, the state and nationwide.
San Diego got a new mayor, Todd
Gloria, the first person of color
elected to the position, and the
first who is openly gay. A race for a
school board seat in Warner
Springs wound up tied, forcing a
coin flip to determine the winner.
Vaccines started arriving after
the election, bright lights at the
end of a dark tunnel. “I feel like
healing is coming,” said Sandra
Lindsay, a Long Island nurse, the
first person inoculated in the U.S.
Now, as 2021 beckons, another
phrase has been appearing occasionally in written roundups: annus horribilis. Latin for horrible
year.
The phrase first made it into
the Oxford English Dictionary in
1985 as a play on the much older
(and cheerier) annus mirabilis, or
wonderful year.
In 1992, England’s Queen Elizabeth II used annus horribilis in her
annual Christmas message to describe a year of lowlights that included a massive fire at Windsor
Castle, the collapse of several royal
marriages, and a toe-sucking
scandal involving the Duchess of
York.
How pedestrian those seem
now.
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